
 

 

 

GOLDEN VISA 

 

What is the Golden Visa? 

The Golden Visa is your opportunity to achieve residence in Spain, one of the most beautiful 

countries in the world, by making an investment into its growing economy. It is a unique 

residency permit designed for non-European Union citizens seeking to make substantial 

investments in Spain, facilitating their relocation and residency in the country. This permit 

grants an initial 3-year period for living and working in Spain, with the possibility of renewal 

for an additional 5 years contingent upon maintaining the initial investment. 

 

Why Spain? 

Considering a move abroad? Look no further than Spain, a country nestled in the stunning 

landscapes of Southwestern Europe. With its captivating blend of majestic scenery, vibrant 

culture, and rich history, Spain offers an unparalleled quality of life for Americans seeking 

new horizons. 

 

Spain's appeal goes beyond its picturesque scenery. With a robust economy and membership 

in the European Union and Eurozone, it provides a stable environment for career 

advancement and financial security. Additionally, Spain's warm and welcoming culture makes 

it easy for Americans to integrate into local communities and embrace the Mediterranean way 

of life. Make the leap and discover why Spain is the perfect destination for your next chapter. 

 

What benefits does the Golden Visa give? 

The Golden Visa offers many important benefits that make it a worthwhile decision. Some of 

the added benefits of this Visa include: 

 

Inclusion of a spouse or unmarried partner, financially dependent children of any age (adult 

children must be full-time students), and financially dependent parents of the primary 

applicant and/or their spouse aged 65 and above. 

Enrollment in the public healthcare and education systems within the nation. 

An enchanting EU destination boasting breathtaking natural panoramas. 

Exceptional educational institutions offering instruction in English, French, German, Italian, 

Japanese, and Mandarin. 

Access to a country with strict food and water control to ensure the best quality of life. 

It grants both living and working rights in Spain, serving as a pathway to obtaining a work 

permit for entrepreneurship or employment. 

 

What is the process? 

This can be a large transition for some, which is why here at Vazquez & Barba we will make 

sure to facilitate and accompany you in every step of the way.  

 

The Spanish Golden Visa Program requires that a foreign individual fulfills one of the three 

following investments in the country: 

1) The acquisition of real estate with a minimum value of EUR 500,000 (this can be one 

or several properties). 

2) Investment funds, bank deposits, or listed company shares in Spanish financial 

institutions with a minimum value of EUR 1 million. 



 

3) A government bonds investment with a minimum value of EUR 2 million. 

 

 

 

 

Why Vázquez & Barba? 

 

Vázquez & Barba is the best partner for navigating the complexities of international 

investment, particularly for American investors looking for opportunities in Spain. With a 

proven track record of success, Vázquez & Barba stands out for its unparalleled expertise in 

facilitating seamless transitions for clients looking to invest in the Spanish market. 

 

One of the key reasons why Vázquez & Barba excels in attracting American investors to Spain 

is its deep understanding of both the American and Spanish legal landscapes. This dual 

expertise allows the firm to provide comprehensive guidance tailored to the unique needs and 

requirements of American clients, ensuring a smooth and efficient investment process. 

 

Moreover, Vázquez & Barba’s strategic presence in the United States, with offices strategically 

located across the country, further enhances its ability to serve American investors effectively. 

 

Path to Citizenship 

One of the most important aspects of the Golden Visa is that it can begin your path to being 

a citizen of Spain, allowing you to share in all the wonderful opportunities it has to offer 

though the European Union.  For Americans, the investment needs to be held for 10 years 

and then the doors of Spain are open to you permanently.  We will be your guide every step 

of the way towards this major milestone. 

 

If you want to learn more about the Golden Visa process and how we can assist you, watch 

this video now: https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=ouOmNi3y3L4&feature=youtu.be  

 

 

 To schedule a private consultation, you can send us an email at info@vbilc.com 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=ouOmNi3y3L4&feature=youtu.be

